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Brighton Publishing LLC releases “Hidden Treasures from Past Lives” 

by author Barbara Folts 

Brighton Publishing LLC announced the release of debut author Barbara Folts’ highly-acclaimed book 

“Hidden Treasures from Past Lives: Techniques for Discovery and Healing of Past life Legacies” 

CHANDLER (AZ)—Brighton Publishing LLC announced the release of “Hidden Treasures from Past Lives: Techniques 

for Discovery and Healing of Past life Legacies,” by author Barbara Folts. Heralded as both a breathtaking spiritual 

journey and guidebook for readers seeking illumination of their own past lives, Folts’ breakthrough work is now available 

as an eBook at Amazon, Barnes & Noble, and other leading retailers. 

Early reviews are already pouring in and Folts’ book is a great success: 

“A remarkable work of personal, spiritual and metaphysical genius! Barbara Folts doesn’t 

just open doors for her readers, she kicks them down with gusto in this tour de force into 
the part of human history most often ignored or misunderstood.” (“CLC Book Review”, 

KFNX, Phoenix) 

Join Barbara Folts on a journey unlike any you’ve ever before taken. With “Hidden 

Treasures from Past Lives,” readers experience the rare opportunity to explore 

experiences from past lives that are actually altering their lives today. Within these pages, 
Folts offers the chance to discover, challenge, and heal what lingers from past lives, often 

preventing us from living more fulfilling lives now.  This is a chance to turn those past 

life moments into treasures. 

Author, psychologist, and therapist Barbara Folts has helped many clients resolve the 

issues that seem out of reach if only current life experiences are considered. Opening the 
door to allow the concept of reincarnation to play a part in our healing and growing 

provides the path toward a more fulfilling life now. Through her unique combination of 

intuition, energy psychotherapy, and hypnotherapy techniques, she invites you to go on a journey into the past.   

“Barbara Folts has delivered a fascinating, captivating look into past lives with a voice both invigorating and 

knowledgeable. Her case studies are unlike anything readers are likely to have encountered before and the seven-step 
process developed through her clinical practice will take readers on a journey they’ll never forget,” said Kathie McGuire, 

director of Brighton Publishing LLC. “Readers will be amazed at the doors Folts unlocks, and the stories she shares along 

the way. This is unlike anything you’ve read before.” 

In addition to her therapy practice, Barbara Folts is a frequent lecturer and workshop guest, and has appeared on television 

and in the media on numerous occasions.  She is a member of the Pennsylvania Psychological Association and the 
Association for Comprehensive Energy Psychology as well as being licensed as a Certified Hypnotherapist and 

Counselor. 
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For more information, please contact Kathie McGuire at Kathie@BrightonPublishing.com. 


